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Myths, misunderstandings and  
misrepresentations 
Setting the record straight on annuities

If the first thing you think of when it comes to annuities are high commissions and product 
complexities, you are not alone. However, you may not be aware of how annuities have evolved 
over the years to eliminate and reduce those challenges. For instance, Lincoln now offers a range 
of no-commission solutions that integrate seamlessly into your RIA business. 

Let’s take a minute to look at three common misperceptions about annuities, because by getting 
over that hurdle, you will be in an even better position to help your clients retire with confidence.

Myth #1: Annuities are high-commission products.
Not true! Perhaps the biggest disservice done to annuities over the years is that they all come 
with high commissions or hidden fees. And as an RIA, those are the last two things you’d want for 
your fee-only business model. That’s why Lincoln offers:

• Direct access to a no-load, guaranteed fixed indexed annuity that currently offers over 3%

• A suite of variable annuity solutions with no commission, no surrender schedule, no 12b-1 fees 
and no nonsense

Myth #2: It’s too hard for an RIA to integrate annuities into their business.
Not anymore! Keep in mind that all of our solutions are designed specifically for RIAs. We 
understand the unique needs of your fee-only business model and have created a digital 
experience that easily integrates into your current platform, including:

• Fast and simple registration through our online portal

• Intuitive interface for ongoing management 

• Online comparison tool for expense analysis

• Model trading and mass transaction functionality

• Lincoln AppAdvantage® tool to quickly open accounts digitally with electronic signature

Myth #3: Annuities are just too complicated and time-consuming to understand.
Not true…especially with the support of Lincoln! People are living longer and annuities can play 
a vital role in their retirement by guaranteeing a lifetime source of income. Lincoln’s dedicated 
team of annuity specialists are solely focused on your needs as an RIA and provide: 

• Simplified, no-commission solutions

• Engagement tools to help guide your client conversations

LINCOLN RIA SOLUTIONS
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Help your clients retire with confidence, while adding a new revenue 
source for your business. 
Visit www.LincolnRIA.com, or contact your Lincoln regional consultant  
at 877-533-5630.

Don’t believe everything you see on TV...
Turn on the TV and you may see a commercial that boldly warns against 
annuities. Fortunately, it’s not an opinion shared by too many experts. 
Wade Pfau, professor of retirement income at The American College  
of Financial Services, says:  
 
"To build an effective retirement strategy that protects 
clients against market volatility, you need to integrate both 
stocks and annuities into the plan.”
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